Gli aggettivi e i pronomi possessivi 9.2

Insert the correct possessive adjectives and pronouns

**es** This is ........ bag, and that is ........, too.

my - mine

2 What a nice car that one! Is that car ........, John?

3 Is this pen ..........., Judy? No, it’s not .........

4 Are these ........... children, MRS Thomson? Only these two are ........: the boy is MR Robson’s.

5 Jim, Liz! Is that ........... dog in my garden? No, it’s not ........... dog. ........... is in the kitchen.

6 Paul and July are here. That’s ........... car. Are you sure that car is ........?  

7 George doesn’t like my friends and I don’t like ............

8 Are those Jane’s magazines? No, ............ magazines are over there, on that desk.

9 My sister’s got a bike. You can use ............ if you haven’t got one.

10 ............ computer doesn’t work. Ask Mandy if we can use ............

Soluzioni:

(1) my - mine
(2) Yours
(3) Yours - mine
(4) Your - mine
(5) Your - our - ours
(6) Their - theirs
(7) His
(8) Her
(9) Hers
(10) Our - hers
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